
                                                      HIS  MASTER”S VOICE  - And His Base

Is this our future government and the people who will vote for their future leaders who want to limit the voting 
power of their own constituents to gain control by any means?  History does repeat itself; will we still have a 
republic in our time?
The base:

As the media has defined the majority of Trump’s supporters - including many in our Congress who still believe 
that our presidential election was rigged.

The base:

definition (adjective): - “lacking or indicative of the lack of higher qualities of mind or spirit…low value…inferior 
properties.”

The base: 

“His Master’s Voice”

“The American people are free to do exactly what they are told.” - Winston Churchill
 
Communication by a “dog whistle”  which, by definition is a “…coded message…understood by a particular 
group but not by others”   Trump whistles and his loyal base follows, like the 1890’s painting of a dog “Nipper” 
staring into the sound horn of a gramophone which became the company and later RCA’s logo: “His Master’s 
Voice.”

The base:

He whistles and the base follows.  In quotes from the base during the recent sack of our Capitol building 
recorded by a journalist:  “…regular folks…losing our freedom…”  If the regular folks claim to represent (their?) 
freedom does this mean that they have their right to destroy what is referred to as “a monument to the 
American people?”  Or is it really their own selfish desire (and delusions) led on by the dog whistle of a man 
with no thought of the needs and desires of the regular folks, but only his own selfish aggrandizement? 

Do these “nippers” just jump; roll over; beg and pant with their tongues’  hanging out - awaiting for that morsel 
of a doggie treat when they hear his master’s voice?  Bark!…when I order you.

“Our strategy is to destroy the enemy from within, to conquer him through himself.” - Adolph Hitler

The base:

Ignorance my be cured by education and experience but stupidity is terminal.  Is Trump’s base a terminal 
case?  Can they ever be educated as to facts or are they ever regimented to believing only the “alternative 
facts?”  Are they at least open to consider: believe nothing that you hear and only half of that which you see… 
or only that dog whistle from their master’s voice? 

“Before mass leaders seize power to fit reality to their lies, their propaganda is marked by its extreme contempt 
for facts as such, for in their opinion fact depends entirely on the power of man who can fabricate it.” - H. 
Arendt: “The Origins of Totalitarianism” 

The base:

What they may consider if - and only if - they can actually stop and think for even a moment about the election 
while waving their symbolic flags of patriotism.  Claiming they support the Constitution and judiciary while not 
realizing they are hypocrites trying to stop stealing an election while doing just the opposite!

“Whenever there is an ignorant mass, you will see a flag of an ignorant leader fluctuating with glory” - M.M. 
Ildan



Consider the facts:

Over sixty cases brought about by Trump’s own lawyers in states’ and federal courts were thrown out, dropped 
or summarily dismissed because they were frivolous or lacked any real evidence.  Many of the judges 
adjudicating were appointed by or were Republicans.  Yet this base claims they have the evidence!  If so, then 
why didn’t Trump’s own legal team have this evidence?  After all, they were the ones prosecuting these cases?  
Does his base have more judicial knowledge than Trump’s own lawyers?  Did they actually read the legal 
briefs?  Did they read the judicial decisions?  Do they read at all?

The answer is NO. These nippers  still believe their master when he whistles for them to roll over and close 
their minds to any and all voices that don’t come from their master.  

The base:

The cure: education and experience.  READ; LEARN; THINK! Turnoff your master’s propaganda of over 25 
thousand lies; he is not your master!   The base was told by Trump: “We’re going..to the Capitol…”  What  you 
mean “we?”  The base went to the Capitol; Trump when the other way, to his White House bunker.  

Does history repeat itself for the ignorant; apparently it does. Eighty-seven years ago the NAZI’s burned down 
their Reichstag (equivalent to our Capitol) which was their rationale for the un-elected Fuhrer to gain more 
power to the point of abolishing free speech, assembly and the press while being supported by the mayhem of 
his stormtroopers with only 40% of the electorate. 

Sound familiar?

Bob Stryker


